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reddis'i-gray  ;   whole   under   surface   whi'e,   with   no   line   of   (h   inarcation
be'iwjon  the  colours  of  the  back  and  bell_v.  Tail,   brown  at  its  root,  after-

wards grayish-black,  the  hair  being  clouded  and  in  some  places  banded
with   black   ;   underneath,   reddish-bro\%ai,   with   a   border   of   black,   edged
with  light  gray.

There   are   some  varieties   observable   among  specimens  procured  in   dif-
ferent States  of  the  Union.  We  have  noted  it,  like  the  ^"irginian  deer,

becoming  smaller  in  size  at  it   was  found  farther  to  the  South.  In  IMaine
and   New   Hampshire   it   is   larger   than   in   the   mountains   of   Carolina   and
Louisiana,  and  the  tints  of  those  seen  at  the  North  were  lighter  than  the
colouring   of   the   Southern   specimens   we   have   examined.   We   possess   an
albino,  sent  to  us  alive,  snow-white,  with  red  eyes ;  and  also  another  spe-

cimen jet-black.   We  have,   however,   found  no  intermediate  varieties,
and  in  general  we  may  remark  that  the  species  of  this  genus  are  not  as
prone  to  variations  in  colour  as  those  of  the  true  Squirrels.

DIMENSIONS.

Length  of  head  and  body
head     -

"   tail   (vertebra;)
"   tail,   including   fur

Height  of  ear
Breadth  of  ear

HABrrs.

The   Chipping   Squirrel,   as   this   little   animal   is   usually   called,   or   Ground
Squirrel,   as  it   is  named  almost  as  frequently,  is  probably,  with  the  excep-

tion of  the  common  flying  squirrel,  {JPtrromya  volucelln.)  one  of  the  most
interesting   of   our   small   quadrupeds.   It   is   found   in   most   parts   of   the
United  States,   and  being  beautifully   marked  in   its   colouring,   is   known  to
every   body.   From   its   lively   and   busj-   habits,   one   might   consider   it
among  the  quadrupeds  as  occupying  the  place  of  the  wren  among  the  fea-

thered tribes.  Like  the  latter,  the  Ground  Squirrel,  full  of  vivacity,  plays
with   the   utmost   grace   and   agility   among   the   broken   rocks   or   uprooted
stumps  of   trees   about   the   farm  or   wood  pasture;   its   clucking   resembles
the   chip,   chip,   chip,   of   a   young   chicken,   and   althouiih   not   musical,   like
the  song  of  the  little  winter  wren,  excites  agreeable  thoughts  as  it  comes
on   the   air.   We   fancy   we   see   one   of   these   sprightly   Chipping   Squirrel
as  he  runs  before  us  with  the  speed  of  a  bird,  skimming  along  a  log  o
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fence.  Lis  chops  distended  by  the  nuts  he  has  gathered  in  the  woods ;  he
makes  no  pause  till   he   reaches   the  entrance  of   his   subterranean  retreat
and  store-house.   Now  he  stands  upright,   and  his   chattering  cry  is   heard,
but   at   the   first   step   we   make   towards   him,   he   disappears.   Stone   after
stone   we   remove   from   the   aperture   leading   to   his   deep   and   circuitous
burrow  ;   but   in   vain   is   all   our   labour  —  with   our   hatchets   we   cut   the
tangled  roots,   and  as  we  follow  the  animal,   patiently  digging  into  his  in-

nermost retreat,  we  hear  his  angry,  querulous  tones.  We  get  within  a
few  inches  of  him  now,  and  can  already  see  his  large  dark  eyes  ;  but  at
this  moment  out  he  rushes,  and  ere  we  can  "grab"  him,  has  passed  us,
and  finds  security  in  some  other  hiding  place,   of   which  there  are  always
plenty   at   hand   tliat   he   is   well   accustomed   to   fly   to  ;   and   we   willingly
leave  him  unmolested,  to  congratulate  himself  on  his  escape.

The   Chipping   Squirrel   makes   his   burrow   generally   near   the   roots   of
trees,  in  the  centre  of  a  decayed  stump,  along  fences  or  old  walls,   or  in
some  bank,  near  the  woods  whence  he  obtains  the  greater  portion  of  his
food.

Some  of  these  retreats  have  two  or  three  openings  at   a  little  distance
from  each  other.   It   rarely   happens  that   this   animal   is   caught  by  digging
out   its   burrow.   When   hard   pressed   and   closely   pursued   it   will   betake
itself   to   a   tree,   the   trunk   of   which   it   ascends   for   a   little   distance   with
considerable   rapidity,   occasionally   concealing   itself   behind   a   large   branch,
but   generally   stopping   within   twelve   or   fifteen   i'eet   of   the   ground,
where  it  often  clings  with  its  body  so  closely  pressed  to  the  trunk  that  it
is  diflScult  to  detect  it ;   and  it  remains  so  immovable  that  it  appears  like
a  piece  of  bark  or  some  excrescence,  till   the  enemy  has  retired  from  the
vicinity,   when  it   once  more  descends,   and  by  its   renewed  clucking  seems
to  chuckle  over  its  escape.

We   are   doubtful   whether   this   species   can   at   any   time   be   perfectly
tamed.   We   have   preserved   it   in   cages   from  time   to   time,   and   generally
found  it   wild   and  sullen.   Those  we  had,   however,   were   not   young  when

captured.
At   a   subsequent   period   we   obtained   in   the   State   of   New-  York   five

or   six   young   ones   almost   half   grown.   We   removed   them   to   Carolina,
where   they   were   kept   during   winter   and   spring.   They   were   somewhat
more   gentle   than   those   we   had   formerly   possessed,   occasionally   took   a
filbert   or  a  ground-nut  from  the  fingers,   but  never  became  tame  enough
to  be  handled  with  safety,   as  they  on  more  than  one  occasion  were  dis-

posed to  test  the  sharpness  of  their  teeth  on  our  hand.
The   skin   which   covered   the   vertebra   of   their   tails   was   so   brittle   that

nearly  all  of  them  soon  had  mutilated  them.     They  appeared  to  have  some
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aversion   to   playing   in   a   wliccl,   which   is   so   favourite   an   amusement   of
the   true   squirrels.   During   the   whole   winter   they   only   left   their   nest   to
carry  into  it  tlie  rice,  nuts,  Indian  corn,  &c.,  placed  in  their  cage  as  food.

Late   in   the   following  s])rii)g,   liaving  carried  on  our   experiments   as   far
as  we  cared  to  pursue  them,  we  released  our  pets,  which  were  ocoasionally
seen  in   the  vicinity   for   several   months  afterward,   when  they  disappeared.

We   were   once   informed   of   a   strange   carnivorous   propensity   in   this
species.   A   lady   in   the   vicinity   of   Boston   said   to   us,   "   We   had   in   our
gard(Mi   a   nest   of   young   robins,   {Tiirdus   mi^rfiforius,)   and   one   afternoon
as  I  was  walking  in  the  garden,  I  happened  to  jiass  very  close  to  the  tree
on   which   this   nest   was   placed  ;   my   attention   was   attracted   by   a   noise
which   I   thought   proceeded  from  it,   and   on   looking   up   I   saw  a   Ground
Sciuirrel   tearing   at   the   nest,   and   actually   devouring   one   of   the   young
ones.   I   called   to   the   gardener,   who   came   accompanie<l   by   a   dog,   and
sho(jk  the  tree  violently,  when  the  animal  fell  to  the  earth,  and  was  in  an
instant   secured   by   the   dog."   We   do   not   conceive   that   the   unnatural
propensity   in   the   individual   here   referred   to,   is   indicative   of   the   genuine
habit   of   this   species,   but   think  that   it   may  be  regarded  as   an  exception
to   a   general   rule,   and   referred   to   a   morbid   depravity   of   taste   some-

times to  be  observed  in  other  genera,  leading  an  individual  to  feed  upon
that   which   the   rest   of   the   species   would   loathe   and   reject.   Thus   we
have  known  a  horse  wliich  preferred  a  string  of  fish  to  a  mess  of  oats ;
and   mocking-birds,   in   continemcnt,   kill   and   devour   jays,   black-birds,   or

sparrows.
We   saw   and   caught   a   specimen   of   this   beautiful   Tamias   in   Louisiana,

that   had   no   less   than   sixteen   chinquapin   nuts   {Caslimea   pumihi)
stowed   away   in   its   cheek-pouches.   We   have   a   specimen   now   lying   be-
ibre   us,   sent   from   Pennsylvania   in   alcohol,   which   contains   at   least   one
and   a   half   table-spoonfuls   of   Bush   trefoil   {Hrdijsarum   canimhiiuim)   in   its
widely-distended   sacks.   We   have   represented   one   of   our   figures   in   the
plate  with  its  pouches  thus  filled  out.

This   species   is   to   a   certain   extent   gregarious   in   its   habits.   We   had
marked   one   of   its   burrows   in   autumn   which   we   conceived   well   adapted
to  our  purpose,  which  was  to  dig  it  out.  It  was  in  the  woods  on  a  sandy
piece   of   ground  and  the   earth   was   strewed  with   leaves   to   the   depth  of
eight   inches,   which   we   believed   would   prevent   the   frost   from   penetrat-

ing  to   any   considerable   depth.   We  had  the   place   opened  in   January,
when   the   grou!id   was   covered   with   snow   about   five   inches   deep.   The
entrance   of   the   burrow   had   been   closed   from   within.   We   followed   the
course   of   the   small   winding   gallery   with   considerable   difficulty.   The   hole
descended  at   first   almost   perpendicularly   for  about  three  feet.      It   then
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